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Abstract

There are three genetic classes of uranium deposits in Ukraine. Eight types of uranium deposits are described
with reference to their genesis, age and geological position. The attributes of uranium concentration in Precambrian
and Proterozoic periods of activization are shown.

The territory of Ukraine differs exclusive diversity of geological conditions where uranium
concentrations were formed. The convincing proofs in kinds of isotopic age of formation of uranium
minerals accumulations during nearly all geological history of considered territory from Lower
Proterozoic to Upper Neogene (Table I) are present.

TABLE I. THE EPOCHS OF URANIUM ORE FORMATION WITHIN UKRAINE

Limits (Ga) Main geological processes which
led to ore formation

Examples of deposits and occurrences

2.4-2.6 sedimentation and metamorphism

2.1-2.2 hydrothermal metasomatism

1.9-2.1 postultrametamorphic
hydrothermal processes

1.55-1.85 hydrothermal metasomatism

0.5-0.6 hydrothermal matasomatism

0.3-0.4 hydrothermal metasomatism,
epigenetic exogenic filtration

0.1-0.2 sedimentation, diagenesis,
hydrothermal metasomatism

0.002-0.025 Exogenic filtration of fracture
waters of basement rocks
through upper coaly sediments

Nikolo-Kozelskoye; Yugok

Chabankovskoye, Nikolaevskoye,
Novoselskoye, Sergeevskoye,
Georgievskoye

Yuzhnoye, Lozovatskoye, Kalinovskoye,
Znamenskoye, Yubileynoye

Maloanastasyevskoye, Perzhanskoye,
Anatovskoye, Vladymirovskoye,
Gvoszdavskoye, Pavlovskoye, Tankovoye,
Krasnogvardeyskoye, Tokovskoye

Kovshilovskoye, Gorodokskoye,
Rozanovskoye, Kasperovskoye,
Bekkerovskoye, Yuzhnobelozerskoye

Nikolaevskoye, separate veins at
Zheltorechenskoye deposit, Novosvetskoye

Adamovskoye, Markovskoye, Svatovskoye,
Gorskoye, Chapaevskoye,
Dombrovenskoye, Vorobyevskoye,
Novoodeskoye, Yavornikovoye

Bratskoye deposit, Verbovetskoye
occurrence

Known uranium occurrences relate to some seventeen genetic types of three genetic classes:
exogenous (sedimentary, exodiagenetic, epigenetic infiltration), endogenous (magmatic, pegmatic,
hydrothermal metasomatic and lodes) and metamorphic (sedimentary metamorphosed).
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FIG. 1. Metallogenic scheme of the Ukrainian shield with respect to uranium.
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Yuzhnoye
Kalinovskoye
Lozovatskoye
Bratskoye
Sadovo-Konstantinovskoye
Vatutunskoye
Severinskoye
Michurinskoye
Safonovskoye
Zheltorechenskoye
Pervomanskoye
Nikolo-Kozelskoye
Devladovskoye
Novoguryevskoye
Surskoye
Chernvonoyarskoye
Berekskoye
Krasnooskolskoye
Adamovskoye
Markovskoye
Nikolayesvskoye

URANIUM DEPOSITS
11 hydrothermal-metasomatic

deposits in carbonate-
sodium metasomatites;

12 hydrothermal-metasomatic
deposits in potassium
metasomatites and
pegmatoid granites;

13 hydrothermal deposits in
mineralized zones of
fracture basement rocks;

14 hydrothermal deposits in
fracture zones of carbonate
and terrigenous beds of
depressions, cover of the
shield and folded regions;

15 sedimentary metamorphic
deposits in conglomerates
and sandstones of crystalline
basement;

16 sedimentary diageneric
deposits in coaly beds;

17 infiltration epigenetic
deposits in particoloured
terrigeous sediments
associated with zones of
oxidation-reduction.
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IV Don-Dnieper
V Crimean-Black Sea maritime
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Volinskaya
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Belotserkovskaya
Central Ukrainian
(Kirovograd)
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Dnestrovskaya
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Sushchano-Perzhanskaya
Ovruchskaya
Emilchinskaya
Radomishelskaya
Khmelnitskaya
Umanskaya
Brato-Zvenigorodskaya
Cherkasko-Kirovogradskaya
Zapadno-Inguletskaya
Krivorozhsko-
Kjemenchugskaya
Orehovo-Pavlogradskaya
Gulyaipolskaya
Maloonisolskaya
Elanchikskaya
Konkskaya
Lisichanskaya
Starobelskaya
Markovskaya
Volnovahskaya
Novoodesko-Molochanskaya
Kirovskaya

Chop-Mukachsevsky
Rahovsko-Chivchinsky
Baranovsky
Khodorkovsky
Dimersky
Skvirsky
Tarashchansky
Vatutinsko-Alexandrisky
Sursko-Verhovtsevsky
Chenomliksky
Volnyansky
Devladovsky
Sinemikovsky
Priluksky
Miragorodsky
Novosanzharsky
Karlovsky
Slavyansky
Pavlogradsky.
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Within Ukraine all three genetic classes are represented by uranium deposits of different ages
and within various structures and lithological positions. According to genesis, age and geological
position, the uranium deposits of Ukraine can be divided into eight types (Fig. ):

1. Sedimentary metamorphosed deposits in sandstones and conglomerates associated with the
initial stage of development of the Lower Proterozoic geosyncline in the central part of the
Ukrainian shield.
The isotopic age of ores is 2.4-2.6 Ga.
Example: Nikolo-Kozelskoye deposit.

2. Hydrothermal-metasomatic deposits in pegmatoid granites associated with granitization during
the finishing stage of the Lower Proterozoic geosynclinal cycle in the north-western, central
and south-eastern parts of the Ukrainian shield.
The age of ores is 1.9-2.0 Ga.
Examples: Yuzhnoye, Lozovatskoye, Kalinovskoye deposits.

3. Hydrothermal-metasomatic deposits in albitites associated with the first Middle Proterozoic
stage of tectonomagmatic activization following consolidation of Lower Proterozoic
geosyncline in the central part of the Ukrainian shield.
The isotopic age of ores is 1.55-1.8 Ga.
Examples: Michurinskoye, Vatutinskoye, Severinskoye deposits.

4. Hydrothermal veins and impregnated deposits in tectonic breccias, as well as in folding,
fracturing and layering zones in ferromagnesian and sodium metasomatites within Lower
Proterozoic ferruginous quartzites and crystalline schists associated with the same period of
the Middle Proterozoic tectonomagmatic activization.
The age of the ores is 1.7-1.8 Ga.
Examples: Pervomayskoye and Zheltorechenskoye deposits.

5. Hydrothermal subagree predominantly impregnated deposits in tectonic and altered sandstones
of "white" Devonian connected with the intrusion of volcanic alkaline rocks within contact
area between the folded Donets basin and the Ukrainian shield
The isotopic age is 320 million years.
Example: Nikolayevskoye deposit.

6. Sedimentary and exodiagenetic deposits in Lower Carbonic coaly sandstones, sometimes in
limestones, aleurilites, argillites within the northern slope of the Dnieper-Donets depression.
They are possibly processed with additional uranium intruding at Kimmeridgian time.
The isotopic age of ores is 200 million years.
Example: Markovskoye deposit.

7. Hydrothermal vein-impregnated deposits with subagree and crosscutting ore bodies in crushed
and hydrothermal altered saturated by bitumens of petroleum series Upper Permian and
Lower Triassic, seldom Carbonic, Lower Permian and Lower Jurassic sandstones directly
within salt domes of Dnieper-Donets depression associated with Kimmeridgian tectonic
activization.
The age of ores is 180-200 million years.
Examples: Adamovskoye, Krasnooskolskoye, Berekskoye deposits.

8. Epigenetic infiltration deposits in coaly Middle Paleogene sands filling tectonic depressions
in the roof of Precambrian basement rocks of the Ukrainian shield associated with completion
of Alpine orogenesis within the Mediterranean belt that has resulted in the formation of the
Carpathian and Crimean mountains and in the rasing of the Ukrainian shield.
The isotopic age of ores is 25 million years.
Examples: Devladovskoye, Surskoye, Bratskoye, Safonovskoye deposits.
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Taking into account the history of geological development of the earth's crust segment where
Ukraine is located and known shows of uranium concentration, it is possible to assume that the
prospects of discovery here new uranium deposits remain significant. Discovery of new deposits of
all three genetic classes is possible.

Exogenic deposits of sedimentary, exodiagenetic and epigenetic infiltration types can be
discovered in Carbonic coaly formation within the Donets basin, in Carbonic and Jurassic formations
within the southern slope of the Dnieper-Donets depression, on the bottom of Lower Cretaceous
formation within the southern slope of the Ukrainian shield, in Neogene formations in the
Transcarpathian and Forecarpathiandepressions, as well as in Paleogene-Neogene bitumen formations
of the Carpathian and Crimean plain.

The genesis of new uranium deposits will be probably magmatic, pegmatitic and
hydrothermal. As it is known, the first two of them have a practical significance only when uranium
is in complex with other metals. The geological conditions answering to this requirement are observed
in Ukraine.

Magmatic uranium deposits can be connected with the intrusions of Lower and Middle
Proterozoic and Lower Paleozoic alkaline rocks including carbonatites in the eastern and south-
western parts of the Ukrainian shield and within the contact area of the folded Donets basin and the
Priazov block of the shield. Here uranium can associate with tantalum, niobium, zirconium,
phosphorus.

Apparently pegmatitic and hydrothermal deposits in pegmatoid granites associate with
intrusive and ultrametamorphic granitoids finishing the Early Proterozoic stage of the Ukrainian shield
development. Therefore, they should be widespread in the central and north-western parts of the
shield. Except for uranium these deposits can also contain thorium, rare earth elements, including the
yttrium group and such rare metals as lithium, rubidium, tantalum.

The main prospects of increase of uranium resources in Ukraine must be connected with
hydrothermal vein and vein-impregnated ores in fault zones which associate with five (three
Precambrian and two Phanerozoic) periods of tectonic and tectono-magmatic activization. The
attributes of uranium concentrations are already establish for all these periods.

The first of them with an age of ore formation of 2.1-2.2 Ga is stipulated by tectonic
preparation to mass granitization of metamorphosed and folded rocks of Early Proterozoic
geosynclines and to implantation of granite intrusions. The indicated process was widely displayed
not only inside geosynclines but also in framing archeozoic formations — reflected activization. It was
intensively developed in the western part of the Ukrainian shield.

The second period with an age of ore formation of 1.5-1.8 Ga is stipulated by large block-
intrusions with complicated (from acid to basic) composition within formed Early Proterozoic
geosynclines which are widespread in the central, north-western and south-western parts of the
Ukrainian shield.

The third period with an age of ore formation of 0.8-1.2 Ga associates with formation and
development of two avlakogenes within a consolidated platform. These avlakogenes set west, north-
west and north-east limits of the present Ukrainian shield and provoked renewal of movements with
intrusion of dykes and small-size intrusions through many faults in marginal parts and inside the
shield.

Potential Phanerozoic uranium-ore periods of activization are connected with Hercynian and
Kimmeridgian stages of tectonogenesis which took place in regions surrounding the Ukrainian shield.
There are few attributes of uranium mineralization. Its perspective is defined by favourable geological
conditions in the folded Donets basin, Carpathian mountains and Volin-Podolian plate. Numerous
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uranium occurrences of Kimmeridgian time (160-200 million years) are fixed in outcrops of old
crystalline rocks of the Carpathian mountains, in various Upper Precambrian rocks and Lower
Mesozoic rocks within the Dnieper-Donets depression and folded Donets basin.

The new deposits of metamorphic class, initially exogenic and endogenic, are most probably
there where the structure of Lower Proterozoic geological formations has volcanogenic formations
with acid and medium composition and where the metamorphic degree of these formations is minimal.
The north-western part of the Ukrainian shield (teterevskaya series with novograd-volinskaya bed,
leptite-clessovite of osnitskaya series) is equal to these conditions. The rocks of this region are thereto
characterized by one of the highest uranium backgrounds in comparison to other regions of the
Ukrainian shield.
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